INTDV goes for gold with Microsoft
KSA-based INTDV achieves highest level of collaboration with Microsoft and becomes its gold
partner

Thursday, 19 November 2020

INTDV, one of the Middle East’s leading emerging tech companies, headquartered in Riyadh
with offices operating in Dubai, Kuwait and Cairo, has recently announced that it has become
a ‘Microsoft Gold Partner’ for data analytics with focus on artificial intelligence and machine
learning.

A 'Microsoft Gold Partner' is committed to achieving the highest level of customer care,
ensuring their satisfaction and thoroughly professional interaction with its businesses, and
maintaining collaborative partnership with Microsoft.

“Over the last few years, we have been working hard for driving digital transformation to
provide quality products and services, and ensure customer satisfaction. With our established
competencies in delivering data analytics solutions with focus on artificial intelligence and
machine learning, we have managed to pass the rigorous and recurrent process of assessment
conducted by Microsoft and become its gold partner,” said Mohammad Al Ajmi, the Chief
Executive Officer of INTDV.

Microsoft gold partnership demonstrates INTDV’s professional expertise in delivering highend tech solutions to customers across various sectors, such as healthcare, entertainment,
manufacturing, transportation, consumer goods and retail. Meanwhile, the certification will
enable INTDV to bring significant benefits to its customers, including exclusive access to
member resources, over 100 licenses for Microsoft products, stronger partner network
connections, smarter training tools and programs, more partnership opportunities with
Microsoft, and continuous customer support, news and updates.

About INTDV
Founded as a tech arm of KSA-based Al Quiyadia Group, INTDV is a robust developer of AI and
ML solutions for businesses that play vital roles in the most important aspects of life
worldwide, and a main player in the world of bots. In a very short time, it has managed to
attract a large number of high-profile domestic and regional customers operating in various
sectors, including healthcare, entertainment, manufacturing, transportation, consumer
goods and retail.
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